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Musical Journey through the Four Seasons in Kitzbühel

A concert experience for the senses.

Experience  the  next  event  of  the  Kitzbühel  concert  series  "Four  Seasons"  on  April  12,  2024,  at  the
Franziskanerkirche in Kitzbühel.

Classical music for all generations, free admission

The charming Alpine town of Kitzbühel invites you once again to a melodious journey through the seasons. The
Kitzbühel concert series "Four Seasons," which makes classical music accessible to all generations, continues
its successful course.

The concert series, consisting of four concerts annually - one for each season, focuses on accessibility. Each
event begins with a brief introduction to the musical program and an introduction of the artists. Admission is
free to make classical music listening accessible to everyone. The concept, designed by the Italian Ludovica
Rossi Purini, aims to bring classical music closer to a broad audience, especially young people and families.
Responsible for the implementation is the experienced Marielle Haidacher, former cultural representative and
councilor of the city of Kitzbühel.

Two upcoming concerts in Kitzbühel

The kickoff at the Kitzbühel Museum last October during the "Long Night of Museums" was a great success. A
young trio from the Udine Conservatory captivated the audience with classical music from the 19th century to
the present. The winter concert on February 24, 2024, at the State Music School was performed by the
Quartetto Spirito Veneziano.  The program included masterpieces by Joseph Haydn, Antonín Dvořák,  and
Ludwig van Beethoven.

The spring concert on April 12, 2024, at the Franziskanerkirche will feature Linus Roth (violin) and Petrit Çeku
(classical guitar). Antonio Vivaldi's "Four Seasons" will be the centerpiece of this special evening. For the
summer concert in July, the choir of the "Almo Collegio Borromeo" from Pavia is invited – a suitable venue is
still being sought.

The Kitzbühel concert series "Four Seasons" is a cultural enrichment for the city and its residents. Music
lovers are warmly invited to attend these unique concert evenings and enjoy the diversity of classical music
amidst the picturesque backdrop of Kitzbühel.

You can find all information about the destination Kitzbühel at kitzbuehel.com
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